12th November 2020
Happy Deepawali

Happy Children’s Day

A plethora of activities were put together by the students and
teachers to celebrate important events like Diwali and Children Day. A
commendable job by all the teachers and children to enjoy this day
virtually. Though the physical presence of children their laughter and
happiness was missed in the school, on the brighter side it was amazing to
see the innovation and comfort with which students presented their
programs using technology; Students and Teachers celebrated virtually
with wonderful programs and enjoyed the day thoroughly.
LKG and UKG students enjoyed the virtual jungle safari, songs,
dances and learnt about the importance of Diwali festival, made
beautiful
diyas
and
proudly
showed
them.

Class I and II students enjoyed the ocean animals theme followed by
the teachers. All the teachers dressed as marine animals like sharks,
mermaid, sea horse, dolphin, octopus etc. A guess your teachers game
was played where students saw childhood pictures of their teachers and
were successful in guessing who they were. Children were pretty quick to
guess. Parents also participated and enjoyed the program.

Class III and IV heard the story of Naraka Chaturthi, learnt about
the need to avoid bursting crackers during pandemic. Students gave
confident speeches and presented dances. Children enjoyed the
“adjectives” describing them and the video on the acronym “Happy
Children’s Day” by the teachers.

Class V and VI enjoyed the decorated class boards. Enthusiastically
presented songs, dances and learnt about the do and don’ts to be followed
for the festival. They learnt how to make paper lanterns and water
candles.

Class VII and VIII students shared videos where they compiled
individual dance performances. They narrated jokes, participated in
fancy dress, gave speeches. Students and teachers shared the safe
practices to be followed during the festival because of COVID.

Class IX and X students used this wonderful opportunity to exhibit
their talents. They presented and compiled their dance performances and
presented the videos. Talent presentation was in full force by the students.
We saw students outdoing themselves by presenting jokes, riddles, tongue
twisters, animation videos, devotional songs, classical and light dances.
Class X students participated in a virtual debate “Which childhood is
better” Teachers vs students. It was a good debate with interesting
perspectives from either side. It was an entertaining session where
students requested the teachers to dance, sing. mimic etc.

Mam visited all the classes virtually and enjoyed the celebrations
and wished the parents and the children. . November 14th is celebrated
as Children Day to mark the birth anniversary of Pandit Nehru who
advocated the children to have a fun filled education. In the prevailing
situation the entire event was very successful in giving the students a
happy classroom.
Students across the school and teachers left no stone unturned in
their celelbrations. As we celebrate Diwali on the occasion of Lord Rama
killing the demon king and returning home victorious, let us all also
practice safety and overcome COVID. May all the diyas burn bright and
let the light overcome and dispel the darkness of covid very soon.
Happy Diwali!!!

Happy Children’s Day !

